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Title: (U) Establishment of [ ] Unit

Date: 11/10/2017
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From: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
Contact:

Approved By: A/UC
SC
PM
A/DAD
AD

Drafted By:

Case ID #: (U) COUNTERINTELLIGENCE DIVISION
CD

Synopsis: (U) To request Resource Planning Office (RPO) approval to establish a new unit assigned to the Counterintelligence Division (CD), [ ]

Reason: 1.4(b)
Derived From: National Security Information SCG
Declassify On: 20421231

Details:

Background

SECRET/NOFORN
Functions and Mission Statement

By law, the FBI is the lead federal agency responsible for the investigation of violations of the espionage laws of the United States, which are typically associated with espionage and national security threats. The complicated nature of - and rapid growth in - unauthorized disclosure and media leak threats and investigations has necessitated the establishment of a new Unit to strengthen the management of the national threat and investigative oversight.
Title: Establishment of

Re: the new Unit

Reporting/Organizational Structure
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUQ

Title: (U//FOUQ)
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE DIVISION
Re:

RPO has coordinated with

**

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUQ
2
Cost Code

CD would like to request the establishment of a new cost code, to be provided upon approval and effective immediately.

Program/Sub Program assignment should be listed as: 

CD recognizes that none of the requested changes can be implemented until the following EC is approved by RPO through the Quarterly Position Upgrade request process.

***
Title: (U//FOUQ) COUNTERINTELLIGENCE DIVISION

Date: 05/24/2018

From: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

Contact: 

Approved By: UC A/SC

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: (U) COUNTERINTELLIGENCE DIVISION CD

Synopsis: (U//FOUQ) To document Counterintelligence Division.

Details:

The Counterintelligence Division requested and was approved by the Resource Analysis Unit (RPO) to The unit's cost code and alpha designator.